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Guidelines for the Hackathon on  

Robotic Process Automation 

 
The purpose of the Hackathon  

This Hackathon at GCET aims to engage students from multidisciplinary backgrounds around 

technology in (but not limited to) Robots and Process Automation. Anything which reduces manual 

labour and increases automation is a candidate for the problem statement. 

 

Who Can Apply? 

Anyone who has an innovative idea that uses engineering or technology to solve a challenge in the 

above area. This sector needs solutions that incorporate:  

Robotics 

Remote Sensing 

Automation 

E-Commerce 

Traceability 

Big Data 

Artificial Intelligence 

Machine learning 

Sensors 

Internet and IoT 

Logistics 

Drones 

Energy efficiency 

Urban Agriculture 

Supply chain 

 

General instructions: 

 Teams must register by December 20th 2019 through the provided Google form. Intimation of the 

selected teams will be done by 21st Dec 19.h.  

 Team members may be from different academic levels and from different technology streams 

limiting to a maximum size of four. 

 Changes in team members, after the process of registration are not encouraged. 

 Participants have to bring their own laptop/devices. Participants have to make sure that their 

laptops should have Wi-Fi connectivity enabled. 

 Teams can work on an idea that they have worked on before. Participants must clearly define what 

is previously developed and newly created.  



 Teams can use libraries, frameworks, or open-source code in their projects. Working on a project 

before the event and open-sourcing it for the sole purpose of using the code during the event is 

against the spirit of the rules and is not allowed.  

 Teams must stop the work after the stipulated time. However, teams are allowed to debug and 

make small fixes to their programs after the stipulated time e.g. If during debugging if a bug is found 

that breaks the application and the fix is only a few lines of code, it's okay to fix that. Making large 

changes or adding new features is not allowed. 

 Participants must ensure that all their mobile phones, tablets and iPads are switched off. If a 

candidate is found using a mobile phone, he / she will be required to leave the venue.  

 Winners are eligible to enter the JNTUH’s EXCITE programme. 

 Winners get access to all the skill development workshops and internships that JHUB organizes. 

 Participant must have a valid Govt. Photo ID proof for verification purpose and shall submit a 

photocopy of the same during registration. 

 

Valid ID Proofs for Verification purpose for Proof of Identity (All Identity proof to have Photo) 

 Aadhaar (UID) 

 Passport 

 Driving License 

 Election Commission ID Card 

 Ration Card with Photo, for the person whose photo is affixed. 

 Certificate of address having Photo issued by MP/MLA/Group-A Gazetted Officer in letter head 

 Certificate of address with photo from Govt. recognized Educational Institutions. 

 Certificate of photo identity issued by Village Panchayat head or its equivalent authority (for rural 

areas) 

 Income Tax PAN Card (May be accompanied with another ID with a Photo). 

 Address card with photo issued by Dept. Of Posts. Govt. of India 

 Photo Identity Card (of Central Govt. /PSU or State Govt. /PSU only) 

 Photo Identity Card issued by Govt. recognize Educational Institutions (for students only) 

 

DON'T's 
 Candidates facing any issue during the contest related to problem statement, software installation, 

network connection, etc. should not create any nuisance but raise their query to the concerned 

person. Creating nuisance will lead to disqualification of the team. 

 

 Candidates found smoking, drinking alcohol/using any other drugs for intoxication or if found 

involved in any unruly behavior/discourteous to the fellow participants or organizers or mentors, 

will be asked to stop immediately and will be handed over to the disciplinary committee and/or to 

the local police. Their participation will be automatically terminated. 

 

I __________________S/o or D/o______________ have read and understood the above guidelines and 

shall abide by the rules and behave cordially with my fellow participants and organizers. 

Signature of the Participant:     

Signature of Parent/Guardian: 


